TF

So Naturally
Timed affextion, is directed
At me, with no heavens, but only hells
They try spells, and poof their dust
They preach their love, while wielding lust
Are you looking for love
Or a silenced crowd
Am I hearing enough
Is there something going on
Are you looking for love
You know you don’t want
to be apart of
Under circumstance

PRE-GAME NATURE
So it goes
Over as I climb upon the shore
Such a product of you and yours
The traits they adore
So it goes
No one knows the troubles I
Store, the growing sore, it’s hard to ignore
So dance away the shadows at your door
So it goes
You couldn’t ask any more
I remember when I said goodbye
That look in your eye
Spaceless
And you said to me
With such glee
I’ll see you, tomorrow

THE MEMORIES GONE
What a coincidence
You want me gone
Gone all along when
I’m right
Here in your very arms
Not matter of a confidence
Or fragile home
Life is a xxxxxx existence
Become the drone
But when I think of you
The Memories Gone

EMERALDS
WE’RE ALL WANDERING TO GET A CHANCE
TO TELL OUR LIES
WE’RE LEFT WANDERING, OVER SOMETHING
CLOSE YOUR EYES
WE’RE ALL WANDERING TO GET CHANCE
WERE ALL WANDERING , FOR SOMETHING
CLOSE YOUR EYES

LETS GOGH
let’s go let’s go let’s go
I’d imagine you’ve heard it before
I was lost but now I’m reborn
Into a trace
Of myself
From a time id lost all hope
But now I can finally cope
Head over water until I choke
The better I am
When things are in place
Brings a smile upon my face
Then I know I’m right in space
things are falling with such grace
Lets Go Lets Go
The time now
The fires starting
To fill the ground
Right where I’m walking
The hit is on
Can you rate that feeling
Don’t leave alone
What you could be seeing

